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Quest for the Barred Rivulet
The Barred Rivulet moth Perizoma bifaciata has never
been common or widespread in our county, in fact a
visit to a few of the “honeypot” sites in Rutland still is
the only way to come close to guaranteeing a sighting
of this species. A singleton attracted to a garden light
trap at Whetstone in 2011 (and identified by a
competent recorder) is one of the few records outside
Rutland. The only other site for this species is Cloud
Wood NR in northwest Leicestershire, where the last
sighting was of four individuals on 11 August 2001 at
125 W light traps. Attempts to secure additional
records from this site have failed, despite numerous
light trapping efforts within the flight period of mid
June to late August. All attempts have involved the use
of multiple traps. Although not intensive, larval
searches have been undertaken from September to
October by examining the seed heads of the larval food
plant Red Bartsia Odontites vernus again without
success - the future is looking bleak! With the
continual run of favourable weather throughout July
and August it is a difficult choice to decide where to
go for a night’s mothing. On 10 August, Keith Tailby
and myself decided to target Maple Pug Eupithecia
inturbata and as we had taken this species before at
Cloud we decided that that is where we would go. I
jokingly said “you never know there is even a chance
we could pick up a Barred Rivulet”. So we set up six
125 W box traps and one 125 W bulb over a sheet
along the main tracks from the entrance at Stocking
Lane. With the temperature at 16°C lights were on at
21.15 and after several visits to the traps, a single
Barred Rivulet was found around midnight at rest on
the inside of one of the traps. Although we stayed
another two hours, no more Barred Rivulets were
found. As previously stated, the weather conditions
throughout this species flight period have been as good
as they are likely to get and with the larval food plant
in abundance at Cloud Wood we can only hope that

this species is still established here albeit at a
seemingly low density. On the other hand, as this has
been an exceptional summer for several spectacular
Lepidoptera species turning up on new sites for the
first time it begs the question: could it have been a
wanderer from elsewhere? The quest to establish
whether Barred Rivulet is breeding at Cloud Wood
will continue.

Graham Finch
Black Bumbles in VC55
Recently, there has been a sudden flurry of black
bumblebees in VC55. Sporadic sightings such as these
potentially involve several bumble species that have
dark forms. They are quite noticeable among the other
colourful bumbles foraging in the flowers, but accurate
identification to species is not easy and certainly not
using photographs, unless the photographer knows
exactly which "clues" to highlight for comparison and even then it is tricky. I would want to see a
specimen of the more unusual species for accurate
identification and verification. I avoid taking a queen
as a specimen, since these are the future of the species,
but a male or worker is acceptable.
continued on p3
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Editorial
2013 has certainly been a year of two halves - spring
was a month late and many of the early insects never
really got going. No doubt the previous year’s bad
weather had suppressed populations to start with. At
the Woodhouse Eaves BioBlitz, on 15 June, it was hard
work to put many insects onto the totalizer - although
a sighting of the elusive snakefly Phaeostigma notata
lifted our spirits somewhat! The Rutland Water
BioBlitz on 7 July coincided with a warm day, yet
insects were still difficult to find - not a solitary bee or
wasp was seen. Ladybirds were conspicuous by their
absence.
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The snakefly Phaeostigma notata is one of three similar species
that need to be separated on wing venation, fortunately the
details were captured in the photo. Found by Helen Ikin beside a
pond at Woodhouse.

Peter Patrick
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Derby DE15 9ET
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Email: petebass03@aol.com

Late summer, on the other hand, had plenty of warm,
sunny weather. Butterflies suddenly became abundant
in gardens, including the Small Tortoiseshell, whose
low numbers in recent years were giving cause for
concern. Vespid wasps were plentiful enough to cause
general annoyance, but solitary wasps and bees
remained scarce. So, mixed fortunes this year. Once
again, members have turned up some interesting finds
and first county records.

Newsletter Editor:
Steve Woodward
19 Highfield Road, Groby, Leicester LE6 0GU
Telephone: 0116 287 1679
Email : grobysteve@talktalk.net

If you have not made it to a meeting recently, then
please make the effort. KMFC is an excellent venue
with good parking. Our gatherings are the most
“chatty” and friendly of all the societies I have visited,
and the supply of chocolate biscuits seems
inexhaustible. Anona has come up with another
interesting programme (see p12) so put the dates in
your diary now.

Publications downloadable from:

www.naturespot.org.uk/content/leicestershireentomological-society
The editor will be happy to receive articles, short notes
and photos (in focus please!) about insects or other
arthropods in Leicestershire and Rutland, also news of
members’ activities further afield. Photos to be sent
separately please at high resolution. Unless otherwise
credited, photos are by the author of the article.

Steve Woodward

Next Copy Deadline: 10 Jan 2014
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ago, 4 June 2001, LES Newsletter 26, Feb 2002, I
caught a very dark coloured, dark winged bumble
foraging in my garden, alongside the normal (three
yellow bands and a white tail) colour form of Bombus
hortorum. With twelve years less knowledge than
now, I thought that it closely resembled the Bombus
ruderatus "intermediate form" in Prys-Jones & Corbet
(1987). Jan Dawson and I compared the live bumble
to the Bombus ruderatus collection at New Walk
Museum - and it certainly looked similar to some of
the specimens. However, rather than kill the bumble
in case it was rare, I let it go. So now with hindsight,
I think it was more likely to have been a dark form of
Bombus hortorum.

On 28 July 2013, Katie Field of the Leicestershire and
Rutland Wildlife Trust spotted one such black bumble
while walking a transect at Strawberry Farm,
Wymondham SK837187. The transect is part of the
Bee Walk survey organised by the Bumblebee
Conservation Trust. The bumble was found feeding
on Creeping Thistle in a "beetle bank", among fields
of peas. Katie brought it to me for identification. Was
it possibly a Large Garden Bumblebee, Bombus
ruderatus? Even the normal colour form (three yellow
bands and a white tail) is easily confused with the
more common Small Garden Bumblebee, Bombus
hortorum, let alone sorting out the melanic form. So
how to split the species? Well, the clues needed to be
checked out, using Ted Benton's excellent New
Naturalist volume (2006) alongside Edwards & Jenner
(2009).

On 20 May 2011, Helen Ikin and Steve Woodward
found a bird nest box at Grace Dieu Manor Farm
SK437182 occupied by black bumblebees with white
tails. Mike Edwards identified them as Bombus
hypnorum, but strikingly different from the usual form
with the ginger thorax. This black form is not
mentioned in the field guides.

First of all I pinned and set the specimen and counted
the antennal segments. There were 13, indicating a
male (a female would only have 12 segments). Then
I checked the hind legs: it was not a cuckoo bumble,
because the hind tibia was not round and hairy; it was
flattened and shiny on the outer surface, with long
hairs. The long hairs projecting at an acute angle
indicate Bombus ruderatus, whereas Bombus hortorum
would have hairs at right angles. A genitalia
preparation was made to compare with photos in
Edwards & Jenner. This was also consistent with
Bombus ruderatus. The bee was all black including
the tail, as is melanic Bombus ruderatus. Its face was
longer than wide with black facial hairs, so it could be
either species, however Bombus ruderatus has a beard
of ginger hairs on the mandible, whereas the beard of
Bombus hortorum would be black. So altogether, the
clues indicated a male melanic Bombus ruderatus. I
sent the specimen to Mike Edwards, who very kindly
verified my identification. Steven Falk (2011) calls
this melanic form Bombus ruderatus var. harrisellus.

With all the black bumble excitement prevailing at that
time, on 9 August 2013, I also caught an all black
bumble in my garden in Knighton, Leicester
SK596014. I pinned and set the specimen and checked
the clues. However, it turned out to be a melanic male
cuckoo bumble, Bombus campestris, that is parasitic
in the nest of Bombus pascuorum, the Common Carder
Bee. In this case however, it needed a genitalia
preparation to sort it out from another, similar, melanic
male cuckoo bumble Bombus sylvestris, that is
parasitic in the nest of Bombus pratorum and has been
caught in the garden in the past. Also on the 12 August
2013, Gareth Burton found another all black bumble
at the Attenborough Arboretum, University of
Leicester SK600015. This keyed out to yet another
melanic male Bombus campestris!
References
Benton, T. (2006). Bumblebees. Collins New
Naturalist.

Katie brought me another black bumble that she had
found on 7 August, foraging on teasel in a garden in
Back Lane, Stonesby SK82352477, about five miles
from the site of first specimen. This also proved to be
another male melanic Bombus ruderatus. We did not
send it to Mike this time because we felt confident
enough with our identification. This has been an
exciting bit of detective work, because there are very
few recent records of Bombus ruderatus in VC55; and
in Britain, this species is now accorded a Nationally
Scarce (Nb) status; and is included in the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan as a Priority Species.

Edwards, M. & Jenner, M. (Revised edition 2009).
Field Guide to the Bumblebees of Great Britain and
Ireland. Ocelli.

Falk, S. (2011) Warwickshire's Bumblebees.
www.bwars.com/warwickshirebumblebees.pdf
Prys-Jones, O.E. & Corbet, S.A. (1987). Bumblebees.
Naturalists' Handbook 6. Cambridge University Press.

We are all on a steep learning curve and mistakes can
be made through inexperience. Some twelve years

Maggie Frankum
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Dung Beetles from Ketton Quarry

Onthophagus joannae
Platyderus depressus
Aphodius ater
A. equestris
A. haemorrhoidalis
A. ictericus
A. rufipes
A. rufus
A. sphacelatus
A. zenkeri

A dung beetle new to VC55, Onthophagus joannae,
was identified (by FC) in a sample from a pitfall trap
set at Ketton Quarry (SK977051) by Leicester
University MSc student Sarah Cook, as part of her
research into ground beetles. The Leicestershire and
Rutland Wildlife Trust graze a flock of Manx Loaghtan
sheep at the site to maintain the limestone grassland
and a more detailed investigation into the associated
beetles, carried out by the authors, showed that O.
joannae was the commonest dung beetle on the site at
that time (27 Aug 2013). Beetles were obtained by
mixing dung with water and floating them off. All
Scarabaeidae were collected from a few dung samples
taken from both open grassland and fairly dense scrub.
In addition to O. joannae, nine species were recorded
and these are listed in the table below, together with
relative numbers.

12
2
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
3

Reference
Jessop L. (1986). Dung Beetles and Chafers,
Coleoptera Scarabaeoidea. Royal Entomological
Society of London.

Frank Clark & Tony Cook

Bradgate Bees - Highlights of 2013
Thanks to the new management regime at Bradgate
Park, which encourages biological recording, we have
made significant progress with our study of solitary
bees. Permission to collect specimens is critical for this
group of insects, as most cannot be identified in the
field. We have found three species that have not been
seen in the county for many years and one species
completely new to VC55.
Since 2010 we have found 34 species of solitary bee
in Bradgate and there are some more specimens,
especially Sphecodes, awaiting identification.
Bradgate must be the premier site for solitary bees in
the county.
Many solitary bees are “mining bees”, which
particularly appreciate bare or sparsely vegetated
patches of soil such as banks and eroded paths, in

Dung beetle Onthophagus joannae (4 - 6 mm). Photo: T. Cook

All the Aphodius and Platyderus (previously
Aphodius) species have been recorded in VC55,
although A. zenkeri is only known from Bradgate Park
and is often associated with deer dung. All specimens
of A. zenkeri were obtained from the dense scrub
sample. Beetles were identified using Jessop (1986)
and the updated name for Aphodius depressus (the
name given in Jessop opp cit) to Platyderus depressus
was obtained from NBN Gateway.
We wish to thank Andy Lear (Leicestershire and
Rutland Wildlife Trust) for permission to sample dung
beetles at Ketton Quarry and to Graham Finch for
confirming O. joannae as a new record for VC55.

This eroded path with a miniature cliff is used by various bees
and wasps. Photo: Steve Woodward
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record just states Charnwood Forest but earlier records
were from Longcliffe (1915) and Cocklow Quarry
(1930). The nationally scarce Andrena labiata
Fabricius, 1781, a distinctive species with a red
abdomen in both sexes was again found in Bradgate.
It has not been seen since 1945 when it was recorded
at Woodhouse. Other records came from Bransford
Bridge in 1919 and Blaby where it was recorded by
Frank Bouskell – date unknown - but he was recording
in the county from 1885 to 1909. Bransford Bridge is
on the River Swift south west of Lutterworth. Andrena
labiata is associated with Veronica spp. and was found
near Veronica chamaedrys.

Drilled stump being used by leaf-cutter bees Megachile
ligniseca. The females cut discs out of Rose leaves to line the
holes. Photos: Steve Woodward

which to make their nests. From a bee’s point of view,
a bit of overgrazing or trampling is no bad thing! If
good nesting sites are available, bees will travel
considerable distances to obtain pollen. Dead trees and
logs in full sun are used by the wood-nesting species,
a habitat that is well-represented here. To help the
wood-nesting species, the rangers have drilled holes
in a large stump. They have been eagerly colonised by
leafcutter bees – Megachile species which cut circles
of leaf to line their nests. We found holes the size of a
5p coin in the leaves of nearby wild roses, presumably
made by these bees.

Other species that we have recorded in Bradgate are:
Andrena barbilabris, A. carantonica, A. chrysosceles,
A. cineraria, A. clarkella, A. fucata, A. fulva,
A. haemorrhoa, A. minutula, A. nigriceps, A.
nigroaenea, A. praecox, A. wilkella, Chelostoma
florisomne, Hylaeus communis, H. hyalinatus,
Lasioglossum smeathmanellum, L. albipes, L.
leucopus, Megachile willughbiella, M. ligniseca,
Nomada flava, N. flavoguttata, N. goodeniana, N.
lathburiana, N. leucophthalma, N. panzeri, N. rufipes,
N. striata, Sphecodes ephippius.

The find of the summer was a male Andrena ovatula
(Kirby, 1802) which has never been recorded in the
county until this year. The female has white bands on
the abdomen and is very similar to A. wilkella so may
have been overlooked in previous years.

Species that have been found by other recorders, all
before 1990, are:
Andrena coitana, *Halictus rubicundus, *H.
tumulorum, *Lasioglossum calceatum, *L. fratellum,
*L. villosulum, *L. morio, *Sphecodes gibbus, S.
hyalinatus, S. pellucidus, *Nomada fabriciana,
*N. marshamella.

Andrena humilis Imhoff, 1832 is an uncommon bee
with pale golden hairs which prefers sandy soils and
has not been not recorded in the county since 1983
when it was also found in Bradgate. Earlier records
came from Cocklow Quarry (1930) and Beacon Hill
(1946). Its cleptoparasite is Nomada integra Brulle,
1832, a little red and black bee which we found this
year in both Bradgate and Lea Meadows NR. This
species has not been recorded in VC55 since 1943
when it was known as Nomada pleurostricta. The 1943

*indicates a species which is more likely to be found
again.
It seems probable that Andrena bicolor could occur in
the park, too.

Helen Ikin & Steve Woodward

Mining bees from Bradgate Park: Andrena ovatula male; Andrena humilis female; Andrena labiata female. Photos: Steve Woodward
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Old data boosts Caddis list

The earlier list of 97 species for VC55 has now swollen
to 115 with a further four species being regarded, at
this time, as dubious identifications (mainly as being
well outside their recognised ranges). Many of the
additional species are of larval records only and it
would be appreciated if more adults from light traps
across the whole of VC55 could be sent to me for
identification in order to expand our knowledge of this
interesting group of insects. All that remains now is
to map them!

The publication of LESOPS 29 (Morris, 2013)
described the provisional status of Trichoptera (caddis
flies) in VC55. This had been based on the records
held at the Collections & Resources Centre, Barrow
and in the LRERC archives at County Hall, as well as
several reports in the wider literature. A total of 97
species were described from a national list of 199
involving about 1,600 individual records.
Things have moved on somewhat! During 2013 a
large collection of larval records was received from
the National Trichoptera Recorder (Dr Ian Wallace,
Liverpool Museum) originally supplied by the
Environmental Agency. Many of these records are for
the period 1970-1990 and formed part of the EA’s
country-wide assessment of river water quality for
which caddis flies are particularly good indicators. The
larger the number of species encountered, and the
greater their numbers, the better the quality of the river.
That alone added about 6,000 records to the VC55
database!

The caddis by-catch at waterside moth traps can be astonishing Ulverscroft Pond, 2008. Photo: Steve Woodward

During 1980-90 Malcolm Greenwood’s team at
Loughborough University carried out extensive
malaise trapping on the Wood Brook in the vicinity of
Nanpantan Reservoir. The records referred to in
LESOPS 29 were the annual summaries for each
species within the project. Recently, it has been
possible to extract the original recording data from the
notebooks of Colin Hobday (then of the National
Rivers Authority/Environmental Agency) who
identified the trapped insects. Four sites on the brook
were sampled over the project period with almost
weekly sets of insects being identified. As a
consequence it has been possible to list the records for
each species at each of the four sample sites on the
brook and to have numerical data for the whole period
of the study. This has greatly enhanced the value of
the original summarised records! I am grateful to
Malcolm Greenwood for permission to contact Dr
Peter Barnard (co-author of The adult Trichoptera
(caddisflies) of Britain and Ireland, 2012) who holds
the Hobday books. Pages relevant to the Wood Brook
study and to other VC55 identifications have been
scanned and are now form part of the VC55
Trichopteran archive that I currently hold.

Species added to the VC55 list since LESOPS 29:
Adicella reducta, Agrypnia pagetana, Allogamus
auricollis,
Ceraclea
albimacula,
Ceraclea
annulicornis, Ceraclea fulva, Ceraclea nigronervosa,
Diplectrona
felix,
Glossosoma
conformis,
Holocentropus stagnalis, Hydropsyche fulvipes,
Limnephilus fuscicornis, Limnephilus griseus,
Limnephilus ignavus, Mesophylax impunctatus,
Oecetis lacustris, Oligotricha striata, Psychomia
fragilis, Psychomia pusilla, Rhyacophila fasciata, Silo
nigricornis.
References
Barnard, P. & Ross, E. (2012). The adult Trichoptera
(caddisflies) of Britain and Ireland. Handbooks for the
Identification of British Insects. vol. 1 part 17. Royal
Entomological Society.
Morris, R. (2013). Provisional status of Trichoptera
(caddis flies) in Leicestershire & Rutland (VC55). LES
Occasional Publication 29.

As a result of the additional records, the VC55
database now stands at over 9,000 records and this is
being further enhanced by regular contributions of
caddis caught in light traps by several moth recorders
in the county.

Ray Morris
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What drives you up the wall?

The photo may be puzzling at first sight,
as it is an unusual subject at a funny angle.
It is, in fact, looking up a buttress at Holy
Trinity church, Ashby de la Zouch. The
entomological connection (interpreting
the word liberally!) is the silvery, parallel,
near-vertical streaks - snail trails. This is
not uncommon - we have seen similar
skyward trails on many other churches,
often a buttress. So why are snails heading
off to the top of the church? There are so
many trails, it looks as though some
energetic molluscs have been racing each
other to the top. Or is it one snail,
regularly commuting along a fixed route?
We are aware that snails ascend plant
stems during dry, hot weather to escape
the extreme environment at ground level,
but the cooling effect would surely wear
off after a metre or so.

Buffalo Bug
This Treehopper, Centrotus
cornutus
(Hemiptera:
Membracidae)
is
scarcely
recorded locally. It was reported
from Pickworth Great Wood in
1984 (LNC Heritage 94 p17) and
there is a 2012 record from Ketton
Quarry (NatureSpot). I am aware
of two sightings this year: at
Clipsham Quarry, found by Jan
Dawson; and Cloud Wood NR,
found by Hazel Graves; both in
June. The head is armed with two
thick horns and from some angles
the bug resembles a tiny buffalo.

Church walls have presented other
enigmas this year. Why do some have
localised (often dense) populations of
little shiny black mites? And why do
Bristly Millipedes Polyxenus lagurus
usually occur at just one place on a church
and nowhere else? Readers are invited to
send in their theories (snail mail accepted).

Steve Woodward

Steve Woodward & Helen Ikin
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Cranefly Update 2013

and fens, so there are a number of possible
Leicestershire sites. We have seen an increase in
abundance and movement of some other species of
craneflies this year, during the warm summer weather.
The spectacular Ctenophora ornata is one example
that was attracted to mercury vapour moth traps and
house lights in far greater numbers than is usual. It may
be that N. nigra is another species which is more
conspicuous than usual this year, due to the weather
being favourable for this species throughout the year.
Reference
Kramer, J. (2011). The Craneflies of Leicestershire
and Rutland. LESOPS 26.

John Kramer
Luffenham Heath Black Hairstreaks
Luffenham Heath, Rutland, holds a precarious
population of the Black Hairstreak butterfly
Strymonidia pruni, which has been monitored annually
by Lenny Holton. Here are his results for 2012.
During the period between 10 June to 4 July 2012,
Lenny made eight visits to the site. Due to the truly
dreadful weather conditions over half of the eight trips
I was very pessimistic about his chances of seeing any
Black Hairstreaks at all and after five abortive
attempts, he had all but given up hope. On the next two
trips, however, he did see one butterfly on each visit,
at the blackthorn thicket close by the adjoining farm
on the edge of the golf course. Considering the weather
conditions during the larval stage, Lenny was amazed
that any of them had managed to survive at all.

Nigrotipula nigra. Photo: Graham Calow

A very noteworthy specimen was sent to me by
Graham Calow this Summer. It was a male specimen
of Nigrotipula nigra. The entry in the Leicestershire
Craneflies LESOPS (Kramer, 2011) is as follows:
Nigrotipula nigra Linnaeus, 1758
June-August
The sole VC55 sighting comes from Narborough
Bog when PAH Muschamp recorded it in his
notebook as Tipula nigra adding that it was ‘a
freak’. The species is easy to recognise and it may
be a true record from a time when the site was
much wetter. However, there are no other details
– no date and no recorder. It is not recorded in the
Victoria County History (Vice, 1907).

The other butterfly records made during the survey
reflect how bad the season was, as their numbers were
well down. There were Small Heath Coenonympha
pamphilus, Meadow Brown Maniola jurtina, Speckled
Wood Pararge aegeria, Brimstone Gonepteryx
rhamni, Common Blue Polyommatus icarus and all
three pierids (whites). Moths were also very low in
numbers but he did record the following species:
Buff-tip Phalera bucephala, Yellow Shell
Camptogramma bilineata, Mother Shipton Callistega
mi, Silver-ground Carpet Xanthorhoe montanata and
Silver-Y Autographa gamma.

We do not know what Muschamp meant by the word
freak in his notebook; a unique occurence, blown in
by the wind, or a mutation?
The specimen arrived in Graham's Sapcote moth trap
on 20 July and it is therefore the first verifiable
Leicestershire record. On the current British
distribution map there is a large gap across the
Midlands, so this record is also noteworthy in terms
of the National distribution of this species. Of course
it would be good to know its habitat, where the aquatic
larvae feed. It is a cranefly associated with reedbeds

The final words on the Black Hairstreak are that he has
seen years when none was seen and then they would,
in other years, make a strong come-back. It can only
be hoped this can be the future outcome following a
much better summer.

Harry Ball
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‘Notable A’ beetle at Bagworth

Check the Micros!

A fortuitous half hour stop on the way home from work
at Bagworth Heath Woods on 17 June produced
several individuals of a rather strange looking member
of the Weevil family. Clearance work had taken place
here a few days previous and although the bulk of the
felled trees, mainly large Poplars, had been removed,
several 3 inch deep discs of about 30 inches diameter
plus piles of rough chippings and sawdust had been
left along the edge of the tracks. The temptation to lift
and look underneath the offcut sections was far too
great and the reward for doing so was about 50
individuals of Cossonus linearis Fabricius. This
species is designated as a Nationally Notable A
(Hyman & Parsons, 1992) and the only other record
in VC55 is of a singleton from Burley Wood by Tony
Drane 18 August 1996. On returning to the location
roughly 5 days after the initial discovery, the site had
been thoroughly tidied up and not a sign of any of the
offcuts or weevils could be found. Fortunately there
are Poplars, Aspen and Salix in the area and hopefully
Cossonus linearis is still in residence.

Moth trapping is a great way to see lots of new species
without even having to venture out to look for them,
but a surprising number of people who run moth traps
do not bother to record the micro-moths. This is a
shame because there is a far better chance of finding
something new for VC55 among the micros than there
is with macros. [For identification, see Sterling &
Parsons (2012) - Ed.]
I have been lucky enough in my three years of moth
trapping to record a number of vice-county firsts – but
one week in July this year was rather exceptional when
I recorded two within the space of five days – and both
classed as Nationally Scarce B.
The first came on 19 July – the very distinctive
Evergestis limbata, followed on 24 July by the tiny
moth (wingspan 12 to 15 mm) Gypsonoma minutana.
Reference
Sterling, P. & Parsons, M. (2012). Field Guide to the
Micro moths of Great Britain and Ireland. BWP.

Evergestis limbata; Gypsonoma minutana.

Graham Calow

Angler’s catch has a sting in the tail
An item in the Leicester Mercury on 24 August caught
my eye. Fisherman Simon Bowerman netted a jellyfish
from a lake at Newbold, near Ashby. On the basis of
a video recording, “a biology expert from the
University of Leicester said the jellyfish were almost
certainly hydrozoan Craspedacusta sowerbyi”.

Cossonus linearis

Reference
Hyman, P.S. revised and updated by M.S. Parsons
(1992). A review of the scarce and threatened
Coleoptera of Great Britain. Part 1. JNCC.

Read more:
http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Jellyfishsurprising-catch/story-19704720detail/story.html#ixzz2eZtGXTYP

Graham Finch

Ed.
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New Spider for VC55

New Chrysomelid beetle for Rutland

Towards the end of May I was frustrated that I hadn’t
had the chance to get out and do any serious bug
hunting so decided to take a small sweep net and work
it along the bottom of my garden hedge.
Not surprisingly, the results did not look particularly
encouraging – other than a lot of dust and rubbish my
catch seemed to comprise one or two flies and a couple
of very tiny spiders. Fortunately, Jon Daws had said
that he would check out a few spider specimens for me
to help develop my parish records, so instead of
dismissing the spiders out of hand, as I may well have
done, I put them into tubes of alcohol and sent them
off to Jon with my next batch.
When Jon got back to me
the result was beyond my
wildest expectations –
one of the spiders was a
female Ero aphana
(about 3 mm long) – a
new species for VC55.
It serves as a good
reminder not to ignore
what is on your own
doorstep (almost literally
in this case)!

Chrysolina violacea

While searching for bees and wasps at Bloody Oaks
Quarry NR, Rutland, I found a large, round beetle with
a strong metallic violet sheen, trundling along the
ground. My provisional identification of Chrysolina
violacea, using Hubble (2012), was confirmed by
Graham Finch. There are one or two records for
Leicestershire but this appears to be a first for Rutland.
Reference
Hubble, D. (2012). Keys to the adults of seed and leaf
beetles of Britain and Ireland. Field Studies Council.

Ero aphana

Graham Calow

Steve Woodward

New Hoverfly Book
Hoverfly identification is now easier, thanks to a splendid new book by Stuart
Ball and Roger Morris (2013). Previously, we relied on Stubbs & Falk (2002),
another very good book with superb illustrations, but not particularly easy to
use - as it covers all species (including the rarities) and is poorly crossreferenced between sections. This new book is a field guide - it covers all
genera, but only the 165 species (of 281 in the British Isles) that can be
reliably identified in the field. Unlike many popular field guides, however,
this book makes it clear when field ID is unwise, when we ought to take a
specimen to identify under the microscope with Stubbs & Falk. Britain’s
Hoverflies is lavishly illustrated with photographs, both in the keys and
species accounts. The critical features are labelled - so when we are asked
about the cross-vein R-M, we see immediately where it is, without having to
fumble about for another illustration. Similar species are juxtaposed, with the
differences highlighted. This is how all identification guides should be
presented! Species accounts include a distribution map and a chart showing
the flight period. Short sections are included on catching and curating
specimens, conservation and gardening for hoverflies. Highly recommended.
References
Ball, S. & Morris, R. (2013). Britain’s Hoverflies. WILDGuides. ISBN 978-0-691-15659-0.
Stubbs, A.E. & Falk, S.J. (2nd ed. 2002). British Hoverflies. BENHS.
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Looking for help?

Hymenoptera (Symphyta - Sawflies):- Dave
Nicholls nicholls.99@btinternet.com

The following are willing to act as an initial point of
contact for providing advice and information to
members.

Hymenoptera (Bumblebees):- Maggie Frankum,
see page 2.

Arachnids (Spiders, harvestmen,
pseudoscorpions):- vacant.

Hymenoptera (Other aculeates - Bees, Wasps &
Ants):- Helen Ikin (see Chilopoda).

Arachnids (Mites & Ticks):- Ivan Pedley, 28
Woodbank Road, Groby, Leicester LE6 0BQ. 0116
287 6886. ivan.pedley@gmail.com

Hemiptera:- Dave Budworth, see page 2.

Biological Recording:- Sue Timms, Leics &
Rutland Environmental Records Centre; Room 400,
County Hall, Glenfield LE3 8RA. 0116305 4108
Sue.timms@leics.gov.uk

Lepidoptera:- Adrian Russell, 15 St Swithin’s Road,
Leicester LE5 2GE. 0116 241 5101.
Adrian@wainscot.demon.co.uk

Isopoda (Woodlice):- Helen Ikin (see Chilopoda).

Mecoptera, Neuroptera, Plecoptera :- Steve
Woodward, see page 2.

Chilopoda:- Helen Ikin, 237 Forest Road,
Woodhouse, Woodhouse Eaves, Leics LE12 8TZ.
01509 890102. helen@canids.freeserve.co.uk

Mollusca: Dave Nicholls (see Symphyta).
Odonata:- Ian Merrill i.merrill@btopenworld.com

Coleoptera:- Graham Finch, 14 Thorndale, Ibstock,
Leics. LE67 6JT: m.finch4@ntlworld.com

Orthoptera:- Helen Ikin, see Chilopoda.

Diplopoda:- Helen Ikin (see Chilopoda).

Phthiraptera, Siphonaptera:- Frank Clark, 4 Main
Street, Houghton on the Hill, Leicester LE7 9GD.
0116 243 2725. ClrFlea@aol.com

Diptera (Acalypterates, Syrphids & Brachycera):Darwyn Sumner, 122 Link Road, Anstey, Leicester
LE7 7BX. 0116 212 5075.
Darwyn.sumner@ntlworld.com

Plant Galls:- Maggie Frankum, see page 2.
Psocoptera:- Helen Ikin, see Chilopoda.

Diptera (Nematocera - Mosquitoes, Blackflies &
Craneflies):- John Kramer, 31 Ash Tree Road,
Oadby, Leicester LE2 5TE. 0116 271 6499.
john.kramer@btinternet.com

Thysanoptera: Ivan Pedley, see Mites.
Trichoptera (adults):- Ray Morris, see page 2.

Magazine revived by LRWT
Eight editions of Leicestershire and Rutland Recorder
were published by Leicestershire County Council but
the budget cuts have meant that they can no longer do
this, so the Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust
have taken over the magazine.
Edition 9 came out earlier this year with 33 short
articles covering a wide range of botanical and
zoological subjects including eight specifically about
invertebrates – seven on insects and one about
crayfish! There is something in there to interest all
wildlife enthusiasts and plenty of useful contacts and
advice for novices. The price is £3 – a real bargain and
it is available from the Trust or from Steve Woodward.
Recorders Roundup provides a way for County
Recorders and Coordinators to summarise recent
highlights in their group and there is a Recent
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management and practical work has made this reserve
not only particularly attractive to waterfowl, warblers
and other songbirds but also to insects and other
invertebrates. Frank Clark and Tony Cook are regular
visitors having spent recent years monitoring and
recording aquatic bugs and beetles.

Publications page giving details of the latest books and
keys that might be useful.
It is an ideal place to advertise Bioblitzes, courses and
other activities and to publicise the various clubs and
societies that we have in the two counties.

Thursday 5 December 2013 - Annual General
Meeting

The cover is attractive and the layout very good –
making it a pleasure to read and the colour photographs
are of excellent quality.

It is that time of year again. Our AGM followed by a
feast of mince pies and Christmas cake with a chance
to have a social chat with fellow entomologists.

The Trust and the Editor are to be congratulated on an
impressive magazine and it is to be hoped that county
naturalists will continue to supply articles for next
year’s edition.

Thursday 16 January 2014 – NatureSpot
Dave Nicholls will demonstrate how the NatureSpot
website has progressed since the early days. Dave has
designed the system to be user-friendly with Ordnance
Survey maps linked to aerial photographs to give more
accurate grid references. Drop down species lists allow
for quick and convenient data entry and retrieval.

Helen Ikin
Indoor Meetings Programme
B5380

Wednesday 22 January 2014 – UK Ladybirds
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Members are invited to this Leicester Literary and
Philosophical Society meeting at New Walk Museum
7:00 pm for 7:30 pm start.
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Dr Helen Roy, lead zoological researcher and coordinator of the UK Ladybird survey for the Biological
Record Centre, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology,
will present the current state of UK ladybirds.
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Thursday 20 February 2014 – A moth-er’s
memories of Leicestershire

To Hinckley Rd

Our venue is Kirby Muxloe Free Church, Main Street,
Kirby Muxloe LE9 2AN SK517042. The session starts
at 7:30, but most members arrive half an hour earlier
for a natter and a cuppa. Visitors are welcome. We
need to be out by 10:00.

Peter Gamble will recall his moth recording sessions
carried out during the 70s and 80s with Jack Ward for
the Loughborough Naturalists’ Club. His slide show
will show us how dramatically the sites have changed
over the years and how our moth species have fared
since those early years.

Thursday 17 October 2013 - Members’ evening

Thursday 20 March 2014 – British Butterflies

This is your evening, a chance to share the highlights
or disappointments of the entomological year. Bring
along any digital images or 35 mm slides to show us.
New books or gadgets and your comments on their
practicality are also welcome. If you are bringing
35 mm transparencies please bring your projector.

Steve Houghton will show his selection of British
Butterflies. In order to capture some of these species
on camera, Steve has left home at 4:30 a.m. to be on
site at the best time of day. His standard of
photography is excellent and - can you believe - it is
seven years since his last visit, so this presentation is
long overdue.

Thursday 21 November 2013 – Twenty-five
years of Priory Water

Anona Finch

Tim Goodlife will tell us about this nature reserve from
its humble beginning until the present day. Sound
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